Abstract: In this note we extend the results of the model of galaxy biasing recently proposed in [1] . In that paper the authors had outlined a very precise mathematical framework to deal with the theory of galaxy biasing. In this work we extend that combinatorial technology to renormalize tracer n−point functions (3.13) in their model of univariate biasing. We further prove that 4 and higher point cumulants of the Bardeen potential don't have an O(f N L ) term, (Appendix B). Then we use this observation to extract all the O(f N L ) terms in the n−point correlation of tracers in their model of bivariate biasing, (4.10).
Introduction
A postulated inflationary phase of the universe at the beginning still remains as the most viable bet to explain many of the mysterious aspects of the universe like the near uniformity (hence correlation) of the CMB temperature on scales even beyond the causal horizon. ( [3] ). There are many well-developed and sophisticated theories to produce and study the inflationary universe ( [5] , [6] , [8] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [11] ) At a crude level the different models of inflation differ in (1) their values of the spectral index (or the spectral tilt from the slow-roll single-field model of n s = 1), (2) the amount of gravitational waves from the early universe, (3) isocurvature perturbations (from the multi-field models), (4) non-Gaussianity of the primordial inflaton field. In this work we are mainly concerned with the possible non-Gaussianity of the inflaton field.
In this work we restrict ourselves to the linear regime, that is times much after the equilibrium epoch and length-scales well within the causal horizon. In this regime the k th Fourier mode of the matter perturbation, δ k is proportional to the k th Fourier component of the primordial gravitational potential, Φ kp . (using the definitions in equations 7.5 and 7.8 of ( [4] ) one has the relationship δ kp = 3 5ΩmH 2 0 (k 2 T (k)D(a))Φ kp ). T hough we emphasize that the exact value or form of the proportionality constant is not going to be relevant anywhere in this work. Also instead of working in the momentum space it will be convenient for us to be working in the real space.
In the recent past, ( [2] ) it has been realized that at least this basic level of primordial non-Gaussianity will be far better probed than the CMBR by the galaxy data that is likely to be accumulated by the upcoming large scale surveys like DES, BOSS, LSST.
But what these surveys detect are some "tracers" (like QSOs or Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs)) and not the dark matter directly. But its the dark matter distribution which is theoretically most accessible since it being the predominant "thing" affects the gravitational potential the most. Hence one needs a theoretical model which relates the detectable matter to the dark matter halos. We believe that all matter in the universe resides inside huge dark matter halos. The galaxies are supposed to form inside these halos and that produces a "bias" between the kind of matter distribution (like type of galaxy) detected and the dark matter density. There is little or no theoretical understanding of this phenomenon of "biasing" but till date the simplest model of "local biasing" (as defined in the next section) has proven to be largely useful. Thus we build on a long history of papers on biasing theory [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] .
In the biasing model of [1] it becomes possible to ask as to what is the imprint of primordial non-Gaussianity on the large-scale structure of the universe. Within the biasing model of [1] we prove a set of mathematical results namely, a proof of renormalizability of tracer n-point functions with univariate biasing (3.13) and a theorem about cumulants (B) which we will use to determine the O(f N L ) contribution to the tracer n-point function in the model of bivariate biasing, (4.10) .
In appendix C we make some observations about possible "nzl" decompositions in the model of bivariate biasing and in appendix D we make some comments about the idea of the "y" parameter of [1] .
Bias parameters and their need to be renormalized
We work in the model whereby the dark matter halos are assumed to be housing the galaxies and hence mapping out the galaxies gives information about the former. In such a case we call the dark matter halos or the galaxies as "tracers" for the matter distribution. We consider the matter distribution to mean all of matter including unknown (dark matter) and the known (the standard model). Conventionally this tracing relationship is stated as a power-series of the form,
Here n h ( x) is the number density of dark matter tracers at the position x and δ L ( x) is the smoothed fractional overdensity at spatial position x of the matter density field. For any density field ρ the fractional overdensity is defined by δ = δρ ρ and here the δ's are necessarily smoothed on a scale R L . The subscript L on any variable denotes being in "Lagrangian space" and this will henceforth be dropped for notational convenience. The coefficients c i in the above power-series expansion are called "bias parameters" (or in anticipation of what is to come we more specifically call it the "bare bias parameters").
One eventually wants to consider the n-point functions of these tracers (ξ h ) for any given set of n−points say
In the above we ensemble average over all the variables on which the functions depend on and hence in particular, n h ( x i ) = n h ( x j ) for any two i and j. Henceforth we denote δ L ( x i ) as just δ i
One now sees that the substitution of the first equation into the second will not lead to any meaningful notion of n−point functions because of the following two issues,
• Firstly the ξ h thus defined would depend on the unphysical parameter -the smoothing scale R L of δ L and that can't be allowed to happen.
• Secondly the correlation function thus defined would involve terms of the kind δ n i which are firstly potentially divergent and also they don't drop to zero when the points are taken far away from each other. This implies that quite catastrophically even for infinitely separated n-points the power-series is not guaranteed to converge because none of the terms are guaranteed to be small.
We will see in this note that an objective accomplished will be that we shall be able to rearrange the above expression such that it looks like a sum of products such that each of the products cleanly splits into a R L -independent part and a factor which decays off when any two points are taken to infinite separation.
3 Rearranging the expression for the n-point function Let us believe that there exists a function F h,L (δ, x) such that n h ( x) = F h,L (δ, x). Henceforth we shall drop the subscript L on this F function as well. Now doing a Taylor series expansion of the of the function F h on its variable δ we have for each point x i ,
One can now see the c i s as being the same as the F (n i ) (0, x i ) . In what follows we shall see that for understanding some of the assumptions needed for the analysis, its more illuminating to think in terms of F (n i ) (0, x i ) rather than the c i s. Now substituting this into the previous expression for the n-point function one has,
Now we assume that F m h (0, x) and δ m ( x) are uncorrelated variables at every point x. Then it follows that,
So this allows the n-point function to be rewritten as,
Defining non-zero-lag correlators
Firstly one wants to rewrite the correlation function
into a sum of product of cumulants. In the language of QFT, this is the same as decomposing a correlation functions into a sum of product of connected correlation functions. The n− point correlation functions are the n−fold derivative of the partition function with respect to the source currents corresponding to the n− fields in the correlation function and the connected correlation functions are the same differentiation done on the logarithm of the partition function. We present here a way of writing this relationship.
Imagine a tableau which looks like the Young's tableau (but not that!) such that each of the rows are labeled by δ i and each row has n i boxes for i = 1 to i = n. Let Π n i=1...n be the set of all partitions of this tableau. Then let ρ label the elements of Π n i=1...n . For any ρ let B label the subsets or the parts in the partition. And let n i (B) be the number of elements of B which come from the row labeled by δ i . With these set of definitions the following relation follows for expressing any n−point function into a sum of products of connected correlation functions (labeled with a subscript c),
Now define the "non-zero-lag" ("nzl") correlation (
i nzl ) as that part of the RHS of the above where ρ are such that it has no B which is contained wholly in any single row (corresponding to some δ i ). So "nzl" correlation removes the contributions from all self-moments of the field at any one point and hence its guaranteed to go to 0 as any two of the points is taken to infinite separation. With this definition one can show that (Appendix A) the following is true,
Henceforth we shall often use this notation of
Defining peak-bias-split (PBS) bias parameters
The essential hypothesis of the peak-bias-split formalism is that n h which is initially defined in terms of matter overdensity δ can be rewritten in terms of the the absolute density (ρ) such that the following is true for any overdensity δ = D defined about a background densityρ
So it follows that if one starts with an overdensity say δ (and hence a density of ρ =ρ(1 + δ)) and then uniformly shifts the density by Dρ then the density changes tō ρ(1 + δ + D). So an uniform density shift of Dρ is equivalent to changing the overdensity from δ to δ + D. Hence about a fixed background densityρ the following equality will hold at any point
From the above it follows that,
Given the PBS framework, these newly defined variables b N can equivalently be defined
∂ρ N . This relationship implies that b N can be defined wholly in terms of the average background density (ρ) (as opposed to the overdensity) and the number density of tracers. (which is also a function of the average background density) None of these need a smoothing scale to be defined and hence its legitimate to call b N the "renormalized" bias parameters.
The proof of renormalizability of n−point functions for the case of univariate biasing
Now substituting the definition of the "nzl" correlations as in A.5 in the expression for the n−point function as in 3.4 we have,
Now define a new set of variables N i = n i − k i > 0 and we have,
Now we make the assumption that arbitrary order overdensity derivatives of the function F h at different points are uncorrelated. Which means,
With this last assumption, one can replace the definition of b N (3.9) into the expression for ξ h (3.11) to get the final expression,
Thus one as rewritten the n−point function as a sum of product of terms whereby in each product one factor (the b N s) are independent of the coarse-graining scale and the the other factor (the "nzl" correlations) is such that it goes to zero when any two points are infinitely separated. Thus this rewriting makes more physical sense and resolves both the issues of coarse-graining dependence and uncontrolled divergence of the initial expression.
O(f N L ) terms in bivariate biasing
In the appendix (D) we have reviewed the idea of [1] of introducing a variable y to characterize bivariate biasing. Since any occurrence of the variable y in the correlation function is effectively an occurrence of 2 δ's this helps in keeping track of the powers of f N L in the power-series expansion of the tracer n−point function. In this section we shall formalize this idea and derive an exact result in this model for all the O(f N L ) terms in the tracer n−point function.
Doing the similar analysis as in the previous sections for the case of bivariate biasing we have for some numbers c n,m = F (n,m) (0, 0,
(..by the assumption of spatial homogeneity the subscript i has been removed from the fields appearing in the correlations in the denominator..) Now in the above expression we would want to collect together all terms that contribute at O(f N L ). But the correlations appearing in the numerator and the denominator of the fraction on the RHS of the above equation are not cumulants/connected correlations. Hence for any given correlation function there are very complicated ways in which the constituent cumulants will combine to produce O(f N L ) terms in its expansion. Any correlation function occurring in the fraction will have a cumulant expansion and we focus on the terms occurring in the cumulant expansion to try to track down the required shapes of product of cumulants.
In the linear regime where we are working we have δ ∼ ∇ϕ where ϕ is the Bardeen potential and we are parameterizing non-Gaussianity as ϕ = φ+f N L (φ 2 − φ 2 ). Now if we are to calculate some n−point cumulant of the overdensity δ then we have
The ∇ has a subscript i to denote that ϕ i = ϕ( x i ) is being differentiated w.r.t the coordinates there (i.e x i ). Now the expectation value is being taken w.r.t all possible fields ξ i (and not the position x i ) and hence the derivatives w.r.t i can be pulled out of the expectation value to get,
Now by the theorem about cumulants proven in appendix (B) we have that only for n = 3, does ϕ n c have a term which is linear in f N L . This is the crucial observation which immediately cuts down our search to looking for only a finite number of shapes of product of cumulants if we want to keep track of terms linear order in f N L .
In the cumulant expansion of any correlation function what occurs are product of all possible ways of partitioning the set of fields in the correlations. From the result above it follows that only 3-point cumulants of δ δ i δ j δ k or a 2 − point cumulant of a δ and a y δ i y j can give a O(f N L ) contribution. Further at 0 th order in f N L one can only have terms which are products of 2−point functions. Also any of these 3−point cumulants can come multiplied with an arbitrary number of 2−point functions of the δ without altering the count of number of powers of f N L that they contribute. So in any of the correlation functions occurring in the expression (4.1) for ξ(| x i − x j | (0<i<j=2,..,n) ) , to account for all terms of O(f N L ) we need to keep track of only the following kinds of product of cumulants,
The first of the above three gives a 0 th order in f N L contribution and the later two give a linear order in f N L contribution. It is obvious that among the two kinds of correlations to be tracked in the R.H.S of (4.1) the first of the above kind of terms can occur in the cumulant expansion of a correlation with an even (say 2N for all N ∈ W) number of δs, the second type can occur in correlations with 2M + 3 number of δs for all M ∈ W and the third type can occur in correlations with 2A + 1 number of δs and 1 y for all A ∈ W.
(..here I use W to denote the set of whole numbers, {0, 1, 2, 3...}..) Hence these are the only three kinds of correlations among all the n i=1 δ n i i y m i i and δ n y m that need to be accounted for.
By the argument above the terms contributing at linear or lower order in f N L come from the correlations in the denominator of the form δ 2N , δ 2N +3 and yδ 2N +1 for every value of N ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3..}. One sees that the the later of the two forms can only contribute terms which are linear order in f N L whereas the first type will produce terms at 0 th order in f N L . Doing the combinatorics of the coefficients in the cumulant expansion one sees that the relevant terms in each type are (indicated with a right arrow),
So putting back the relevant factors of c nm , the denominator of 1+ ξ(| x i − x j | (0<i<j=2,...,n) ) to linear order in f N L is given by,
Among the correlations occurring in the numerator (which are of the form,
) we look for product of cumulants of the shape (4.2) and we note that the following three ways are possible for all N ∈ W,
Now one needs to recognize that for any of the forms on the L.H.S of the arrow there are multiple ways in which its cumulant expansion can produce terms of the form as on the right of the arrow. These possible ways of splitting are kept track of by the same tableau imagination as in appendix (A). Since in any of the three possible cases listed above the partitioning is among the occurrences of δ we need to imagine now only a δ tableau.
So define a tableau T N 1≤i≤n such that it has n rows (corresponding to the n−points of the tracer correlation) such that the i th row has N i boxes. Now one sees that the three possibilities of (4.5) are accounted for in the following way, 1. The first possibility of (4.5) occurs in those terms of the cumulant expansion of
which come from those partitions of the tableau T N 1≤i≤n (with n i=1 N i = 2N ) which have only parts of size 2. Let such partitions be denoted by ρ (2)N . For any part B ∈ ρ (2)N let B 1 and B 2 be the two elements in it. Restoring the bare bias coefficients of (4.1) these contributions come as,
2. The second possibility of (4.5) occurs in those terms of the cumulant expansion of
which come from those partitions of the tableau T N 1≤i≤n (with n i=1 N i = 2N + 3) which have one part of size 3 and all other parts of size 2. Let such partitions be denoted by ρ 3+(2)N . For any such partition let the subscript 1, 2, 3 denote the elements from the size 3 part and the B run over all other size 2 parts with B 1 and B 2 denoting the two elements in it. Restoring the bare bias coefficients of (4.1) these contributions come as,
3. The third possibility of (4.5) occurs in those terms of the cumulant expansion of
which come from those partitions of the tableau T N 1≤i≤n (with n i=1 N i = 2N + 3) which have one part of size 1 and all other parts of size 2. Let such partitions be denoted by ρ 1+(2)N . That singleton part combines with the y j to give the δ i y j term. For any such partition let the subscript 1 denote that element from the size 1 part and the B run over all other size 2 parts with B 1 and B 2 denoting the two elements in it. Restoring the bare bias coefficients of (4.1) these contributions come as,
Here there is an extra sum over j to account for the fact that the y contribution can come from any of the n tracer points among which the correlation is being calculated.
The final answer
Let us call the expression in (4.6) as A and the sum of (4.7) and (4.8) as B. Let the first term in (4.4) be C and the sum of its last two terms be D. Then B, D are O(f N L ) and the rest are 0 th order. Then schematically we have,
here B and D being O(f N L ) one can binomally expand the denominator to linear order and multiply that to the numerator and ignoring the O(f 2 N L ) terms of BD one has,
where to repeat,
Conclusion
We hope that the combinatorial technologies introduced in this work shall find further uses in the theory of understanding astrophysical correlations. An important question that immediately suggests itself for future work is to try to extend the renormalization result of 3.13 to the case of multivariate biasing. Towards that goal or even independently it is likely to be interesting to understand if the results of B can be extended to higher powers of f N L . That would possibly help in being able to develop a perturbative expansion of the L.H.S of 4.10 in powers of f N L beyond the linear order result obtained here.
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A Proof of decomposition of arbitrary correlations into "nzl" and "zl" correlations
Let us do the proof for a slightly general case of having two fields say δ and y. We use the notation of A i to mean A( x i ) for any field A = δ or A = y. So we want the required decomposition on the correlation,
for any set of positive integers n i and m i . Here we define the required tableau to have 2n rows, where the first n of them are labeled by δ i for i = 1, ..., n and the next n are labeled by y i for i = 1, ..., n. Each of the δ i row has n i boxes and each of the y i row has m i boxes. Then as earlier let ρ run over all partitions of the tableau and B label the parts of the partition. One imagines a ρ as a set of sets whereby each of the element sets is a B. Further define, n δ i (B) and n y i (B) as the number of elements in B which come from the δ i and y i row respectively. Then one has the obvious rewriting,
Now define N i (ρ) as the number of elements from the δ i row which occur in some/any B ∈ ρ s.t B has elements only from the δ i row. So one can write as an equation,
Similarly define M i (ρ) for the corresponding y i whereby one replaces the δ i by y i in the above definition. Now one notes that 0 ≤ N i (ρ) ≤ n i and 0 ≤ M i (ρ) ≤ m i and that valid tuples of values for {N i (ρ), M i (ρ), i = 1, ..., n} defines a partition of the set of partitions of the tableau. So any ρ falls into precisely one such equivalence class defined by its tuple, {N i (ρ), M i (ρ), i = 1, ..., n}. So one can rearrange the above expansion of the correlation function as a sum over the equivalence classes to give,
Now for any term in the sum there are n i C a i ways in which these a i elements of the δ i row can be chosen and similarly there are m i C b i ways these b i elements can be chosen from the y i row.
So the remaining n i − a i elements from the row δ i and the m i − a i elements from the row y i necessarily come in products of connected correlations such that each connected correlation has contribution from at least two rows and hence a contribution from at least two points. We naturally denote this part of the correlation as,
Define ρ {p i } i=1,..,n to be the partitions of a tableau which has n rows and there are p i boxes in each row for i = 1 to i = n. Then we can rewrite the above as,
One can accumulate the single point connected correlations into full correlations and we get the final desired decomposition as,
The above argument obviously naturally generalizes to arbitrary number of fields.
B Vanishing of O(f N L ) terms for 4 and higher point cumulants
Here we want to show that for n ≥ 4 there are no linear or lower order terms in f N L when (φ + f N L (φ 2 − φ 2 ) n c is written as a polynomial in f N L . Here φ is a Gaussian/free field.
(..one can heuristically think of φ as the inflaton field in the interacting picture..) Since cumulants are not additive in general there is no direct way of calculating a cumulant. One almost direct way is to write it as a sum of products of correlations using the expression,
where ρ runs over all possible partitions of the set {1, 2, ..., n} and B are the parts in any partition, |ρ| is the number of parts in the partition ρ and |B| is the number of elements in the subset B.
into the above one can check that for n ≥ 4 there are no linear or lower order terms in f N L . We note the following special cases that till quadratic order in f N L starts one has, Y = 0 (one has shifted the "vacuum" such that
Having checked the statement to be true for n = 4 we can now start an induction using the recursion relation,
Let us assume that till some m ≥ 4 one has proven that there are no linear or lower order terms in Y n c . Then we want to show that the same holds for m + 1.
For Y m+1 c the sum on the RHS goes till m and by the induction hypothesis any Y p c with m > p > 3 will surely give at least a f 2 N L contribution and hence is not relevant to our checking. Since we want to check for the vanishing of only linear or lower order terms in f N L , on the RHS we need to keep only those Y p c where p = 2 and 3.
So we want to evaluate the linear or lower order in f N L terms in the RHS of the expression,
Now truncating the RHS of the above to whatever is potentially linear or lower order in f N L we get,
Now one evaluates the above expression for two different cases once when m is even and once when its odd and one finds that this vanishes. (. . . in each case one uses the identities for the Gaussian field that φ odd = 0 and φ 2q = (2q)! q!2 q φ 2 q . . . ).
Hence one has shown that (φ + f N L (φ 2 − φ 2 ) n c has no linear order term in f N L for n ≥ 4.
C Is there a notion of "universality" in doing the "nzl" decomposition for multivariate biasing?
We try to push through the above technology for the case of having a two variable biasing and as of now we find that it does not go through as cleanly. But we still do get a splitting which can be seen as giving us a series expansion of the tracer n−point functions in terms of "nzl" correlations with coefficients in terms of an "universal" function.
Let the function F h be now allowed to depend on another variable say "y" as F h (δ, y; x) and we use the notation of F (n,m) h (0, 0; x) to mean the evaluation at δ = y = 0 the n−fold and m−fold derivative of F h w.r.t δ and y respectively. Then in terms of the "nzl" correlations we write the expression for the n−point function in the case of bivariate biasing.
(..we define N i = n i − a i and M i = m i − b i and whenever not mentioned the "i" index on the RHS goes from i = 1 to i = n..)
where,
With the same two assumptions (3.3 and 3.12) on F as earlier the above can be easily seen to rearrange to,
One can define the function f i as, (...the subscript of i seems to denote that it is a different function at every spatial point of x i but clearly it is not by the assumptions of homogeneity...)
Then in terms of the above function one can write the n−point function as,
In the denominator one has for each point x i the sum over terms of the form, δ
On these terms too one can do a nzl kind of decomposition to separate out the potentially divergent self-correlations of the fields at any one point. Doing that here one doesn't get exactly the same thing as one called as "nzl" correlations but something more restrictive than that which can be denoted as, δ
These * correlations when expanded as sum of products of connected correlations gets only such connected correlations to contribute where there is at least one δ i and one y i . This is more restrictive than the "nzl" correlations because in an "nzl" correlation it is possible for such a connected correlation to appear which has only δs or only ys (though all the δs and the ys can't be from the same point).
One curiosity for doing the above * decomposition is that it reproduces the f function in the denominator since,
Though the separation is not as strong as in the single variable case (3.13) but one can think of the above as a power series expansion in the asymptotically decaying contribution (the "nzl"s) with the functionally separated coefficients which absorb the potentially divergent and coarse graining scale dependent contributions (into the f i s). By homogeneity it follows that the f functions are not dependent on the position x i and hence further justifying the tag "universal".
D Comments on PBS bias parameters in the case of primordial local non-Gaussianity
Here we review and make some comments about the framework setup in [1] . One way to model how non-Gaussianity in the primordial fluctuations affect biasing is to imagine that it makes small scale fluctuations also matter. We imagine that this is effected through fluctuations at some scale say R * getting important where R * is smaller than the scale at which the δ used till now was being smoothed. Then one defines a quantity δ s which measures the difference in fluctuations in the two scales as δ s = δ * −δ, where δ * is matter fluctuations smoothed at a scale R * . Inspired by what combination seems to appear in discussions of universal mass functions one wants to parameterize the dependence of n h through the variable y * ( x) = 1 2
One pauses to note that one hasn't defined the conventional f N L in the above formalism. In the usual way of encoding non-Gaussianity one says that the matter fluctuations in the presence of non-Gaussianity δ N G and the Gaussian one δ and the primordial gravitational potential (φ p ) are related as,
It turns out that the results in the two formalisms can be related (though not totally equivalent) by imagining a relationship like, y = 1 2 (
. A key point of the current formalism is to to avoid putting in such an explicit equation of δ N G in terms of f N L but to let the arbitrary statistic δ and δ s be related to the primordial potential through whatever comes from the gravitation model. Like (using the conventions of Dodelson's book) one has in a general FRW universe that at linear order the k th momentum modes of these two things are related as,
Coming back to the current formalism one wants to ask here as to how does n h change depending on a scaling of matter fluctuations as δ → (1 + ǫ)δ which also changes y * as y * → (1 + ǫ) 2 y * + ǫ + ǫ 2 2 . Then one as before assumes the existence of a function F h such that n h ( x) = F h (δ, y * ) and power series expands this function in two variables. One defines c nm = It is understood in the above writing that the x dependencies don't remain after taking the expectation values and often they will be dropped within expectation values. But it is important to remember this dependence for n h since eventually one would want to calculate the n − point function of the tracers where the expectation will be taken of the product of n h at n different points.
One wants to define the bi-variate PBS bias parameters (b N M ) in this formalism as,
Before taking the derivatives in the above equation it is helpful to binomially expand the definition of n h (D, ǫ) to get, A˜has been put on all the to indicate that the 4 sums are not free sums but can go over only those values of n, m, p, q such that the summand makes sense i.e it satisfies the following validity inequalities, n ≥ p, m ≥ q, p + 2(m − q), q, n − p, p, m − q ≥ 0. Its not worth trying to restrict the sum in some complicated way to ensure these inequalities are automatically satisfied but in any particular case if necessary one would check or explicitly implement them.
Before taking the derivatives one would further expand the ǫ factors to get, One notes that in the above expression there are no˜on the . Here everything is a free sum and the validity inequalities have all been accounted for.
As a special case of the above one notes the following, 
